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Abstract

The penetration of market economic system and the development of weaving technology within Wajo society has polarized Wajo weavers into three groups, Gedongan weaver, ATBM weaver and weaving entrepreneur. It indicates a different economic action conducted by those three groups in responding the economic market and technology development. This research aims to describe the moral basic in developing and utilizing network in weaving activities practiced by the three groups. The research uses qualitative approach with constructive paradigm. Data collection techniques used are in-depth interview method, participative observation and documentation. Data is analyzed using data reduction, presentation and conclusion. Research result indicates that production and distribution network of weavers involve social solidarity and economic interest and those networks take place in the form of horizontal and vertical relationship. Gedongan weavers use social solodarity network more than economic interest network. ATBM weavers tend to be in between solidarity and economic interest. Whereas, weaving entrepreneur use economic interest network more than solidarity network.
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INTRODUCTION

Every economic system adopted by a society always involves the actions of the people who become owners of the economic system. Related to community economic measures, there are two conflicting poles of thought, that is, the stronghold of undersocialized having a view that economic action is always oriented towards achieving the benefits (utility), and the issue of profit or loss is the main thing to be considered (cost - benefit ratio). While the other camps are oversocialized hand, stating that economic action is guided by the rules in the form of values and norms internalized through socialization process.

Granovetter (1985, 1992) took a middle ground between the two opposing camps by stating that economic action is socially situated and can not be explained by reference to individual motives and values espoused.

As a form of social action, economic action is embedded in network of personal relationships and social institutions than those made by the actor.

The presence of a global economic system that goes through trade and colonization into the economic system of society in Wajo, affect social life order, especially in weavers community activities. Weaving activities in South Sulawesi, which has been existing since the 13th century was initially made only to meet their own needs of daily clothing and customary fashion, but in its development, in about the 14th century and the 15th century, the weavers who produce sarong have started to commercialize their product in limited quantities.

Weaving activities grew more after the Indonesian independence by the use of Non-Machine Weaving Tools (handloom). However, this development does not ne-
cessarily eliminate the loom called gedogan from weaving activities in South Sulawesi. The use of Non-Machine Weaving Tools (handloom) in Wajo started since the 1950s. In 1980s, various weaving entrepreneurs appear in Wajo which employs weavers who did not come from a family member and was paid in a certain amount of money (Armanyani 2008). Weaving production increasingly varied, in addition to sarong with a Bugis motif, it was also manufactured various kinds of fabrics such as; plain-texture silk fabric, selendang, clothing materials, custom fixtures, household, hotel and office accessories. In other words, the production of woven has adjusted to the market demand or consumer tastes.

The penetration of the global economic system into the weaving activities in South Sulawesi changed social and economic life order in the weavers community. This phenomenon is characterized by the presence of three groups of weavers who have the economic measures that differ from each other. This phenomenon is particularly pronounced when Non-Machine Weaving Tools (handloom) began to be used in the 1950s. Weaving economic system slowly and partly changed form the traditional and autonomous production and distribution to production and distribution which is involved in a network of social structures and dependant one with others. Meanwhile, cultural changes as weavers was marked by a shift in the orientation of production. Production which previously was for family and customary purposes, changed to a production to meet market needs in order to pursue profits and accumulate capital. The values that aims to pursue profits and accumulate capital penetrated into most of the handloom weaving businessman. On the other hand, there are weavers who produce in traditional ways.

In Wajo, there are approximately 5,113 gedogan weavers. There are 1,914 Non-Machine Weaving Tools (handloom), which is approximately 75% or 1,435 of them is owned by weaving entrepreneurs and 479 is owned by household scale handloom weavers, while only one entrepreneur has a ± 25 pieces of Looms Machines (Machine Weaving Tools). (processed secondary data 2012). The presence of these three groups of weavers who coexist in one region becomes interesting to study because each weaving group has a different action in weaving activities. This problem can be traced through the analysis of weavers’ economic action linkage associated with the differences in the moral basis for building and utilize business networks.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This is a qualitative research using case study strategy. Case study is chosen for the peculiarities of the problem in addition to its ability to explain in a more deeply a social phenomenon (Cresswell 1984). Case study in the tradition of qualitative research allows the interaction between researchers and the researched as in the tradition of critical paradigm. Truth is a common understanding on a social reality in the form of intersubjectivity born as a result of the interaction between researchers and the researched (Denzin & Lincoln 2000).

Data collection was done by using in-depth interviews (depth interview) and regular interviews to be conducted by researcher in a state as naturally as possible, Focus Group Discussion (FGD), participant observation, documentation and literature. Observations involved in the context of this study should not be interpreted that the researcher must be local residents and become directly involved in the activities of weaving. Attitude to feel a part of them or the ability to feel what is being experienced by the subjects (researched), could be interpreted by participatory observation.

Data were analyzed using an interactive model of Miles and Huberman (1994). The research data that has been collected is then processed and analyzed using qualitative analysis techniques with the following steps; data reduction, ie the process of selection and concentration and simplification, abstraction and transformation of the raw data in the records of interviews and observations obtained in the field; presentation (display) of data which is a set of informa-
tion that has been arranged which gives the possibility of meaning that can be reported in drawing conclusions; drawing conclusions and verification is done after the data is presented, described and given meaning by a logical interpretation. Drawing conclusion is based on the data display and data reduction. Verification of data is done by intensive observation and triangulation (Mo- leong 1999). Data validity checking is also done in four ways, namely: degree of trust (credibility); transferability; dependability; certainty (confirmability).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The Preference of Weavers in Networking

Bugis Wajo people’s view about the success of a business is that it is determined by the help of others, hard work and self-persistence as well as the blessing of God. Awareness of the need for help from others in developing their businesses make the creation of social networks be a very important thing to be built. The development of Wajo weavers’ social networks outside the Wajo territorial is done by tracking the businessmen in the the targeted area, with considering the background of kinship, regionalism (fellow Wajo – Bugis), friendship, ethnicity (Bugis ethnic). If in an area, there is no Bugis who is willing to establish business cooperation, only then the choice dropped to other ethnic groups. The development of such network is rooted in the principle of the Bugis “silellung Sirui” (chasing and draw each other) as an important asset in building constructive rivalry in business.

Wajo Bugis prefer involving relatives in running a business. If there is no relative to cooperate with, the next choice is the fellow Wajo Bugis, the next choice is a fellow Bugis ethnic and the last choice is other ethnic groups. Consideration prioritizing relatives in running a business networks is due the emotional and intimate incestuous relationship that make the network member know each other, and the trust that is built has been very strong. Cooperation with relatives in the marketing of woven cloth outside the Bugis area does not just involve business cooperation but also has another dimension, namely to relieve homesickness among family. Relatives staying outside Bugis could ask about their family in Bugis and the condition at home while the Wajo travelling outside can listen to the story of the struggle of life experienced by overseas relatives.

Bugis diaspora to different areas of the archipelago even to foreign countries become social capital in building a business network or marketing development of Bugis woven fabric. Bugis people who wander usually hold their customs. Various traditional celebrations held in the seacoast area requires them to use a Bugis woven fabric. Therefore, every household has always tried to have Bugis woven fabric which is prepared for traditional ceremonies. The use of Bugis woven fabric in Bugis ceremonies for immigrants is a symbol of identity in the community where they settled.

Figure 1. The Preference of Bugis Weaving Business Network
Source: Processed Field Data, 2014

Note:
1. Kinship/Relatives Network (Selessu- reng/Sumpunglolo)
2. Regional Network (Sikampong)
3. Friendship Network (sahabat)
4. Ethnic Network (Sempugi)
5. Other Ethnics Network (to lain)
Based on picture 1, the reference for the establishment of weavers business networks can be concluded that the smaller the circle, the more cohesive the relationships network, and the higher the likelihood for the creation of mutual trust. Business network run by weavers is a bridge and adhesive in developing the business. Various convenience gained from their business network can be seen from various facilities obtained by a man or a group to access a variety of resources such as information, goods, services, price, power and so on.

Based on Bugis social system, relationship network is established by bilateral kinship system where kinship in the Bugis community is drawn based on the relationship of the father and mother. The network is called massleessureng/sumlungolo (kinship / relatives relationship). The social network which refers to sikampong (compatriot) is the relationships formed through the similarity of area of residence. The social network which refers to the bonds of friendship can be referred to the similarities of the school, organization, taste, and others. While sempugi (intra- Bugis ethnic) refers to the social networks formed by tribal bonding, that is a person from the same tribe, but come from different areas. As explained earlier, the Bugis inhabit several districts in the province of South Sulawesi. Preference of business cooperation is made to other ethnics (circle 5) if there is no businessmen on the circle 1, 2, 3, and 4.

**Weavers Network in Production Activities**

Production activities are socially organized process in which goods and services are created. Production activities undertaken by gedogan weavers often resulted in their spending all time to produce goods from raw materials to a ready for use product. Gedogan weavers usually serve as merchants as well who sell the final products. Gedogan weavers are more independent and highly autonomous in relation to production. The dependence on outside parties is only on the availability of capital and procurement of yarn.

Strong network owned by gedogan weavers with their family, neighbors, and fellow gedogan weavers provide a greater motivation basis to provide assistance. The strong solidarity built in gedogan weavers network is characterized by their solidarity and intensive meetings, intimacy, and reciprocal behavior. A strong trust arises from a very intensive and intimate relationship allowing them to know each other’s personality. The structure formed by these emotional relationships tend to be more stable and permanent. There is a mechanism that serves to ensure the stability of structures that involve norms and values that can restrict a social act that interferes the permanence of the structure.

Strong network occurs among adjacent gedogan weavers living in a village. The relationship between them occurs not only through helping each other in the weaving activities but also helping each other in social activities. Gedogan weavers share information about different types of patterns, motifs and color of woven fabrics in demand in the market. Although seen as though they are competing in the market in the production of woven fabric, they did not consider their fellow weaver as a rival. Activities to share information on various matters related to weaving activities has become a habit amongst gedogan weavers. The efforts of fellow gedogan weavers to gain market share for the produced woven fabric is not meant as a competition, because in their view, everyone has their own fortune that has been set by Allah SWT. This kind of understanding bore a harmonious relationship between them and caused no dispute.

Social relations through a strong network that is based on an emotional relationship usually tends to be a close and fused relationship. Among the actors involved, there is a tendency to like each other or do not like the behavior of other actors in the network. Relatively strong social control among actors facilitate the emergence of values and norms that serve to develop network continuity. As a result, this strong network will generate a sense of solidarity, in which the actor tried to reduce his personal interests.
Act of giving and receiving (reciprocal) between the actors is traditionally patterned. The principle of reciprocity is inherent in the culture of the Bugis Wajo forwarding a relationship on the basis of *sibali perri* (helping in distress) and *sibali reso* (helping in the work).

Rationality of gedogan weavers to produce woven fabric with nobility pattern for the noble showed two rationality that works, that is, traditional rationality and instrumental rationality (Weber 1978). The division of rationality is indicated by their desire to obtain economic benefits on nobility pattern woven fabric, but on the other side, they also have traditional rationality where their is based on the habits of the past and is still practiced and accepted without any reflection. Justification often cited by gedogan weavers is that it is the way that has been done by their ancestors that has lasted for generations.

Solidarity with fellow weavers is also conducted in getting raw materials. Gedogan weavers often deposit money to neighbors to buy yarn in the market. Solidarity with relatives and neighbors is always maintained, because relatives and neighbors always become an intermediary in buying and selling activities between the weavers and their customers without asking for recompense. Cutbacks in household consumption is done when the weavers do not get sales order by not attending the wedding invitation in order that the money they have can be used to meet the needs of the household. This is in line with the findings of Hefner (1983) on the Tengger people in East Java stating that the people also tends to reduce family consumption and ritual feast upon the bad financial condition of a family. Social networks formed among neighboring handloom weavers is a robust network. This network is bound by emotional ties and economic interests. The relations occurs through mutual help in social activities, not in weaving activities. Various weaving activities have involved the exchange of money and services. The handloom weavers share information about a variety of types of patterns, motifs and color of woven fabric which is sold out in the market. Although they look like competing each other in marketing their woven fabric, they do not consider his fellow weavers as rival. The share of information among handloom weavers reflects their bonds of solidarity and economic interests, while the use of wages in weaving activities show their economic interests.
weavers and yarn and dye merchants is strong. Although social networking that occurs among handloom weavers with yarn traders is strong (intimate and intensive), the relationship between the two tends to be vertical (hierarchical). The network is tied by emotional relationships and interests. The emotional connection arises because they are familiar with each other and often meet. This relationship involves the sense of belonging to the same Wajo-Bugis and part of the third circle in the weavers reference in building network. Relations between the two sides lasted disproportionately because one party has a stronger force than the other party, or a patron-client relationship. These symptoms is consistent with Willer (1999) opinion stating that social network could form a relationship that is both vertical and horizontal. This study shows that social network among handloom weavers and yarn traders place the handloom weavers in the position of clients (men) while the yarn trader in the position of patron (retainer / boss). Networking among handloom weavers and merchants is based on mutual economic need, but in reality the relationship is unequal. Handloom weavers tend to be subject to different rules of the game set by the yarn trader such as the amount of interest established, repayment and others. Top of FormBottom of Form.

Social network between handloom weavers and the workers involves the power (force) that puts the handloom weavers as a power center or a boss / Ponggawa (patron) while the workers are client. Power center (handloom weavers) has authority to review the performance and control all activities in the organization of production. Social networks involving power can not rely on the consciousness of its members to fulfill their obligations voluntarily, without any incentive. Therefore, informal distribution of rewards and sanctions is necessary to support the emergence of the willingness to accept the values and norms set by the central power.

Social networks arising between loom businessman and the relatives, neighbors and friends is a strong network. Relations between them are bound by emotional relationship. Intensive meeting durability wrapped by a sense of kinship, regionalism and common fate still characterize the relationship between them. Mutual assistance in the form of physical and material involvement in the life cycle events associated with rituals of grief like death is always done. While the lifecycle events associated with excitement (marriage, aqiqah, circumcision, etc.) are not to be done with physically involved in these activities, but financially they are involved. Weaving employers often send a donation envelope (Passolo) as a sign of their involvement in the life cycle events associated with excitement.

Networking between weaving entrepreneurs and the workers also involves economic interest, emotion (solidarity) and
power (strength). Weaving employers want to get benefit from the sale of woven fabric produced by the workers, while the workers wanted to get their wages from woven fabrics. This relationship involves the objectives to be achieved by each of the actors in the network. When these goals have been achieved, usually the relationship can not be sustained. In the context of this study, the broken cooperation in employment between loom employers and the workers does not simultaneously break the social networks taking place between the two. Emotional relationships arise because they come from similar fellow Bugis (sempugi). Relations between the two are often continued in the event of inviting one another in a celebration. This condition occurs because of the interconnections between emotional and interest relationships in the social networks between weaving employers and the workers.

Social networking between looms weavers and the workers involves the power (force) which puts the looms weavers as the central power or the boss / Ponggawa (patron) while the labors are in subordinate (the client). Social networks involving power can not rely on the consciousness of its members to fulfill their obligations voluntarily, without any incentive. Therefore, informal distribution of rewards and sanctions is needed to bring about the willingness to accept the values and norms set by the central power. Looms weavers employers as patron give the assurance of income and security for the client. They also give a donation if there is the family of the labors get unfortunate.

The social network owned by a group of handloom weavers and weaving entrepreneurs form a sort of patronage networks. The networks put handloom owners and weaving entrepreneurs as patron and weaving workers as a client. There is economic and social benefit in the patronage relations in weaving activities. Weaving workers have an economic gain in the form of wages from work and the availability of jobs at the time they did not work in the fields to harvest. However, the flow of economic benefits is enjoyed more by the handloom weavers and weaving entrepreneurs compared to the weaving workers. This is in line with the findings of Miraijani, et al (2014) stating that the material benefits in the patronage network of fishermen flow more to the patrons, but the client also receives a guarantee of jobs, provision of capital, infrastructure and marketing services.

Social network between weaving entrepreneurs and yarn and dye entrepreneurs is characterized by a weak network. Ties that bind the network is the interests for mutual benefit of the sale and purchase transactions performed. Weaving employers sometimes borrow money from yarn entrepreneurs without collateral goods and the agreement made in a sheet of paper (Sadapotto 2010).

Dyes are generally purchased in cash at entrepreneurs in Sengkang and Makassar. In fact, sometimes there are businessmen who buy weaving dye in Surabaya and Jakarta. The social network created between weaving employers and dye trader in Makassar, Surabaya and Jakarta, is a weak network. The bonds between them is covered by their economic interests for mutual benefit of the business transactions they perform. The less intensity of meeting create a weak trust between them. This social reality is in accordance with the view of Granovetter (1973, 1985) stating that social structure and network can affect economic results such as labor recruitment, price, productivity and innovation.

Referring to the concept developed by Willer (1999) that there are two types of networks, that is social and economic networks, the authors can categorize that the networks owned by weaving entrepreneurs rely more on economic rather than social network, while the network developed by gedogan weavers and handloom weavers is more on social than economic network.

**Weavers Network in Distribution Activities**

Bugis woven fabric marketing system occurs through a process of exchange of money and goods (fabrics) in the market. Woven fabric produced by the weavers in Wajo distri-
buted in markets, both markets in terms of place and market as a concept. Place market which became a place of distribution of Bugis woven fabric is spread throughout the subdistrict in Wajo regency and the Sengkang central market. While the market in economic concept is where Bugis woven fabric can be distributed anytime and anywhere without being bound by the existence of a certain place and time.

The marketing of Gedogan woven fabric is not only in markets, but sometimes there are buyers who come directly to the gedogan weavers house to book a woven fabric according to their tastes. There are also big traders and weaving businessmen who came to gedogan weavers' home to buy a woven fabric. The marketing system of woven fabric most commonly run by gedogan weavers is selling the product in the market. The pricing of the woven fabric is determined through the mechanism of bargaining between the seller (gedogan weavers) and buyers (traders). Bargaining is the typical pattern of pricing in the sale and purchase transactions conducted by gedogan weavers. Bargaining usually takes a considerable time, so time is not a scarce and valuable resource, as in the market of modern industrial society. In contrast to modern capitalism where the prices of goods and services are determined by abstract forces of demand and supply, in gedogan weavers marketing system, person can go shopping in the store and find exactly the price specified for certain goods.

Based on Figure 2, it can be understood that the channels of distribution (marketing) of woven fabric produced by gedogan weavers take two ways, namely direct and indirect distribution. Direct marketing happens when consumers come to gedogan weavers’ home to order or buy goods. While indirect marketing goes through: neighbors, relatives and friends; traders; weaving businessman; and traditional institutions. There are regular consumers who booked woven through neighbors, relatives, and friends of the gedogan weavers. Gedogan weavers most often use the collected traders path to sell their products. Traders at district and regency level sell the product directly to consumers, and some products are sold to provinces wholesalers. Province traders sell products to merchants in several regencies in South Sulawesi and partly sold to inter-island traders. There are also consumers who purchase goods to the province.

Figure 2. Distribution Route of Source: Processed Field Data, 2014.
merchants. Weaving entrepreneur also often buy woven fabric produced by gedogan weavers for their sale in the store or boutique. The last track used by gedogan weavers gedogan in the distribution of fabric is customary institutions. Social networks formed between gedogan weavers and loyal traders / pappalele is a robust network. Although the network is formed on economic interest, because of the intensity of the meetings the trust that appears between them is very strong. The relationship between the two is not only in sale and purchase transactions, but continues on a regular inviting each other to a wedding or other celebration.

Social networks formed among neighboring handloom weavers is a strong network. Relations between the two occurs through mutual help in social activities but not in weaving activities. Various events in weaving activities have involved the exchange of money and services. The handloom weavers share information on various things such as types of patterns, motifs and color of woven fabric which is sold out in the market. Although they look like competing each other in marketing their woven fabric, they do not regard other weavers as rivals.

Handloom weavers generally use market place for the marketing of their products, but there are also consumers who come to their house to buy woven. The product of handloom weavers is usually entrusted to some merchants who sell it in the market. The pricing of fabrics produced by the handloom weavers is determined by prevailing market mechanisms at the local level. Woven fabric purchased from handloom weavers by the traders is then distributed to dealers in Makassar Mall and Butung market in Makassar. Traders in Makassar sells the cloth partly in Makassar, and others are sold in various regions outside South Sulawesi.

Based on Figure 3, it can be seen that the distribution channels used by handloom weavers are direct and indirect distributions. Direct distribution occurs when consumers come to the house to buy handloom weavers woven fabric. While the indirect distribution channels uses three distribution channels, namely: neighbors, relatives, and friends; traders; and weaving businessman. Like gedogan weavers, handloom weavers also use relatives, neighbors and friends as a marketing channel. There

![Figure 3. Distribution Route of Handloom Weavers](source: Processed Field Data, 2014.)
is a tendency that some consumers who will buy fabric at a low price but do not have direct access to the handloom weavers, they will use relative, neighbor, or friend as the channel. Handloom weavers would often ask relatives, neighbors, and friends to help them market their woven fabric production. So relatives, neighbors, and friends often serve as intermediaries between the handloom weavers and consumers in the marketing of woven fabric. The most common paths used by handloom weavers in marketing activities is through middlemen or traders in district level. Then, from the district level there are traders who sell the product directly to consumers and some distribute it to traders in provincial level. Traders in provincial level generally has a clothing stall at malls and markets in Butung Makassar. From them, the product is sold directly to consumers or to traders in several districts in South Sulawesi or to inter-island traders. The last track used by handloom weavers in marketing is through weaving businessman. As explained previously, handloom weavers are often being the sub agent of weaving businessman. When the weaving businessman gets woven fabric orders in large quantities, they handed most of these orders to handloom weavers to do with a contract system. Then, cloth produced by handloom weavers is distributed back by weaving businessman through batik entrepreneurs in Java. Woven fabric marketed by weaving businessman to batik businessman in Java is generally woven in the form of plain textures. Next, by batik entrepreneurs in Java, batik fabrics are subsequently sold to consumers. There is also weaving businessman who directly distribute woven fabrics produced by the handloom weavers to consumers.

Weaving businessman produce something with the primary objective is the market and they generally have a marketing network in some areas, even have a store or boutique in town of Sengkang and Makassar. Network marketing of weaving entrepreneurs is not only in the local market but has expanded to national and global level. Generally, weaving entrepreneurs in Wajo has large quantities of inventory and has already started using the services of transport and delivery for distributing goods to various regions. Paying system of a large quantities of woven fabric sent to various regions do not always use cash, but sometimes use a checking account.

Product marketing of weaving entrepreneurs is through individual buyers, retailers, batik craftsmen, government and private institutions, traditional institutions, designers, as well as domestic and foreign tourists. There are individual buyers (direct consumers) who frequently shop at the fabric store / boutique in Sengkang and Makassar which is owned by weaving businessman. The relationship between direct consumers and weaving entrepreneurs is relatively short and purely based on economic interest. So when transactions between weaving businessman and direct consumers has occurred, the relationship between them then is broken. There are also consumers who order goods through relatives, neighbors, and friends of the weaving entrepreneur. The relationship between relatives, neighbors, and friends with weaving employers in a purchase transaction involving not only economic interests, but also emotional connection that is familial and friendship. Consumers who booked woven through relatives, neighbors, and friends of the weaving entrepreneur usually get relatively cheaper price than consumers who buy directly to the employer without any emotional connection.

Weaving employers also serve purchases made by retailers in the district and the province. The distribution network between weaving employers and retailers in the district and in the province not only involves business interests but also emotional relationship. The frequent meetings took place between them and their economic interests make the network between them relatively last longer. Emotional relationships originate from family ties and regionalism or tribalism ties. Retailers in district level and provincial-level generally come from Wajo, Bugis Ethnic and some of them have family relations with weaving employers. Amid the business transaction, weaving enterpre-
neurs and retailers often talk much about non-business talk. The trust between them is stronger because they know each other due to the frequent meeting and the similarity of place of origin and ethnicity. Ordinary business relations between them continue to inviting each other when they have a celebration.

Weaving entrepreneurs also often serve buyers at the shop. The buyers is ranging from domestic and foreign tourists. Domestic and foreign tourists are usually escorted by a tour guide. Enactment of the Pakkan-na village in Tanasitololo District as a tourist destination in 2009, make weaving entrepreneur more often serve domestic and foreign tourists. Domestic tourists visiting the entrepreneur’s shop is generally guest from government agencies in Wajo. While foreign tourists are generally escorted by tour guides from tourist trips in the city of Makassar. Network formed between weaving entrepreneur and domestic and foreign tourists are bound by their economic interests in the absence of emotional connection. Although weaving entrepreneur serve both domestic and foreign tourists well, business transactions between them are rarely repeated.

Weaving entrepreneurs also have a network with local customary institution and some other customary institutions. Weaving entrepreneurs often get orders from traditional institution in Wajo and various traditional institutions in South Sulawesi. Even entrepreneurs in Wajo are also used to receiving orders from traditional institutions in South East Sulawesi. Networks that have developed between loom entrepreneur with local customary institutions do not only involve economic interests, but also emotional relationship. Loom businessman as the owner and supporter of Bugis culture have always had a responsibility to support various cultural activities carried out. The price offered by the businessman for local customary institutions is much lower than other traditional institutions that also often order goods to them. So, the network between weaving businessman and local customs agency did not only involve economic interests but also an emotional connection. While the relationship between loom businessman with agencies outside Wajo district, only involves their economic interests.

Weaving entrepreneurs also have network with government agencies and private sector. Some weaving entrepreneurs in Wajo often get orders from government agencies both in Wajo and various areas of South Sulawesi. The relationship between loom entrepreneurs and the government of Wajo in business transactions involves economic interests, emotional relationship and unbalanced strength (power). According to KS (48 years / weaving entrepreneur), Wajo government usually orders fabrics to several entrepreneurs when there is customary celebration in Wajo. However, woven fabrics ordered are usually not paid according to the price agreed in advance, so the businessmen suffer losses. The government also often include entrepreneurs in various exhibitions (eg tourism fairs, arts festivals, industries and others) in which there is a budget provided by the organizers or local governments to participate in the event, but in fact weaving entrepreneurs often have to pay for their participation. The condition shows that the government has power. Enterpreneurs often protested, but because they do not have enough strength to fight, so the act of the government is accepted although grudging. Entrepreneurs often take advantage of weaving exhibition activities for mutual exchange of information among the participants to allow new marketing network. According to KS (48 years), participation in exhibition is effective enough to expand marketing channels. Although the network between woven entrepreneurs and local authorities involves economic interests and unbalanced strength, this relationship is lasting because there is no other choice for them not to be connected. The government requires loom entrepreneurs to drive economic wheels in society, while the weaving entrepreneurs expect the government’s role in regulating the development of natural silk in Wajo.

Network between weaving entrepreneurs and private institutions only involve...
economic interests and not lasting. When buying or selling happens, then this relationship is broken. Some hotels, restaurants and offices in Makassar also often order products of weaving entrepreneurs in Wajo. Weaving entrepreneurs continue to maintain the trust and quality of the goods that will be sold to the private sector, for fear that they’ll no longer want to buy goods from them. Fabric sales to the private sector is usually accompanied by a written agreement and payment in cash. The goods will be paid by the private sector after the item is received. Payment can be done with cash or checking account. Weaving entrepreneurs in Wajo have also been cooperating with designers from Jakarta. Networking between weaving entrepreneurs and designers involves economic interests only.

Most of the fabric produced by weaving businessman are distributed to traders in Makassar (provincial level traders). Next, the provincial merchants distribute to consumers directly or to inter-island traders. The relationship between loom employers with provincial level traders is bound by their economic interests and emotional connection. Weaving entrepreneurs continue to maintain trust and relationships with provincial level merchants. The relationship does not only happen in business activities but also continue to inviting each other when there is a celebration.

Weaving entrepreneur always maintain good relations with their loyal consumers. The relationship between weaving employers and batik entrepreneur involves economic interests in which each wish to benefit. However, the relationship also involves power, where the batik entrepreneur has a stronger power than the weaving entrepreneurs. Batik entrepreneurs always sort the fabric they receive from weaving employers, and if it does not suit them, the fabric is not received. Weaving employers can do nothing if the woven fabric sold to batik entrepreneur was rejected.

Based on Figure 4, it can be understood that the entrepreneur run two distribution channels, namely direct and indirect distribution. Direct distribution occurs when consumers come directly to buy in the store / boutique owned by entrepreneurs. Consumers who buy directly from weaving entrepreneurs usually come from individual buyers of Bugis ethnic, domestic and foreign tourists, government and private institutions, traditional institutions, and

Figure 4. Distribution Route of Weaving Entrepreneurs
Source: Processed Field Data, 2014.
fabric collectors. While indirect distribution occurs through designers, traders in district level, traders in provincial level, and batik craftsmen in Java. Fabric purchased by the designer is subsequently processed first into the apparel before being sold to consumers. While the fabric purchased by the district merchant is sold at the local level and partly sold to provincial level wholesalers. The provincial level traders sell a portion of the woven in Makassar and partly sold to the inter-island merchant. Weaving entrepreneurs produce woven fabric with plain textures which is generally distributed to batik craftsmen in Java. There is also woven entrepreneur in Wajo who used to get orders of plain crape (white) from the people of Bali for use in religious rituals.

The results of this research is line with Boissevain (1978) stating that social network is a social structure of society. Social networking is the social relationship between individuals, groups or organizations. The findings of this study indicate a relevance with the findings of Mitchell, (Scott, 1991) that the power of network is affected by reciprocity, the intensity and durability of the relationship between the parties.

Every social network (weak or strong) owned by weavers is committed to a bond/adhesive and support for smooth operation of the loom. The findings of this study fit Granovetter (1974; 1983) saying that any bond forms; weak or strong, providing ease in conducting business activities. There is a tendency that every actor involved in a network reduce personal interests. Social networks facilitate the mobility of resources. One of the strengths of weaving businessman compared two other weaving groups in Wajo (gedogan weavers and handloom weavers) lies in the ability of weaving businessman in resources mobility. Weaving businessman’s ability to mobilize the resources lies in its social network. This is in line with the findings of Powell and Smith-Doerr (Smelser and Swedberg: 1994) about the importance of social networks in helping the ability to mobilize resources in the form of financial and information for business development. Weaving businessman in developing a business, does not only rely on their social networks at the local level, but they are also able to build social networks at national and global level. So it is different from the other two types of weavers which rely more on social networks at the local and supra-local.

CONCLUSION
Social network in weavers shows various types of social relations that are bound on the basis of kinship identity, race, ethnicity, friendships, neighborhoods, or certain economic interests. Basic morality of weavers in developing a network is rooted in the view that the success of a business is determined by the help of others, hard work and perseverance as well as the blessing of God. Wajo weavers in developing their business, attempting to find a social network that they may have in certain area by tracking the businessmen in the area by considering kinship relations, regionalism, tribalism and friendship. If they do not find any, the next choice is business partner from other ethnic groups (non-Bugis).

Type of social network in the three levels of weavers involving emotion (solidarity), interest and power (strength), hierarchical and horizontal order continually intersects. The type of social network owned by weaving businessman is larger and more bound by their economic interests and power rather than an emotional connection or solidarity. Gedogan weavers and handloom weavers network is very limited and more bound by their emotional connection or solidarity rather than economic interests and power. Relationships owned by gedogan weavers are more durable because it is wrapped by a sense of togetherness and mutual need of the actors in the network. The networks owned by weaving businessman tend not to last long, because if each actor in a network involving economic interests has achieved their objectives, the network will be broken.
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